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Introduction

Popular culture reflects, symbolizes, and embodies the thoughts, 
attitudes, beliefs, and values of its producers and audiences.1 Popular 
culture is that part of all culture that is concerned with pleasure, enjoy-
ment, and amusement. Comic art is a form of popular culture dating back 
to the early 1890s. After the turn of the century, comic strips2 had become 
a permanent part of white mainstream newspapers and magazines, but 
black newspapers overall were not as agreeable to their inclusion.3 In 
short, black newspapers focused their attention on the “serious” issues 
confronting blacks of that period. However, with the advent of large circula-
tion newspapers especially published for black communities coupled with 
the established tradition of comic strips in major newspapers, many editors 
of black newspapers began encouraging the inclusion of comic strips.4 The 
Baltimore Afro-American, Chicago Defender, and Pittsburgh Courier were 
the leading large circulating black newspapers that included black comic 
strips following World War I.5

Scholarly essays or chapters written by John Appel, Ian Gordon, 
Thomas Inge, Steven Jones, John Stevens, and Roland Wolseley examine 
blacks in comic strips in mainstream newspapers and magazines and/or 
black comic strips in black newspapers.6 Together these writings are useful 
for providing descriptive information about black comic strips and charac-
ters that are not well-known, for providing comparisons of white and ethnic 
representations in comic strips, and for bringing attention and structure to 
this area of study within the field of comic art scholarship.

Black comic strips7 are a form of popular art that embodied the 
hopes and dreams of their cartoonists, the editorial heads of the newspa-
pers that featured them, and middle-class African Americans.8 The primary 
goal of this paper is to examine the contexts, textures, and texts of two 
black comic strips found in two minor, postwar black newspapers, Toledo 
Sepia City Press and Bronze Raven, in Toledo, Ohio. The strips, Swing 
Papa and Barry Jordan, are excellent artifacts with which to interpret the 
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cultural and social significance of postwar African American popular art 
forms and to unpack the “burden of black representation” in comic strips 
in general. However, they may also provide insight for discovering, iden-
tifying, and exploring the values and hopes of African Americans living in 
Toledo following World War II. 

The newspapers, Toledo Sepia City Press and Bronze Raven, were 
selected for three reasons. First, six black newspapers have been or are 
currently being published in Toledo from 1943 to 2005: Toledo Script, To-
ledo Sepia City Press, Bronze Raven, Toledo Observer,9 Toledo Journal, 
and Sojourner’s Truth.10 Of the six newspapers, only Sepia City Press and 
the Bronze Raven include comic art. Second, they were published between 
1945 and 1955, a time of revolutionary cultural change in the United States 
that profoundly affected African American life and culture in political, eco-
nomic, and social arenas. Black newspaper reporting was one primary 
vehicle for reflecting this change and for voicing the thoughts of African 
Americans in reaction to this change. Finally, the Toledo Sepia City Press 
and Bronze Raven represent smaller, regional black newspapers that in-
cluded comic art. Much of the scholarship about black comic art refers to 
strips in larger black circulating newspapers such as Pittsburgh Courier 
and Chicago Defender. Such strips as Bungleton Green, Sunny Boy Sam, 
Torchy Brown, Jive Gray, Speed Jaxon, and Breezy and the cartoonists 
who drew them were often connected to one large newspaper or another 
but were read by audiences across the nation. The strips in these Toledo 
newspapers were mainly “home-drawn” and most likely not read out of the 
region. Analysis of these regional strips will provide some cultural insight 
into black Toledo and, to a lesser extent, the black population in Ohio.11 

Contexts

Both Swing Papa and Barry Jordan series were created and pub-
lished during the watershed years following World War II when America 
was reconstituting itself on several levels domestically and internationally. 
Swing Papa was featured in the Toledo Sepia City Press, a black inde-
pendent newspaper, and was syndicated with the Story Script Syndicate.12 
Toledo Sepia City Press was published weekly from April 2, 1948 to May 
13, 1950. Swing Papa appeared in consecutive issues of the newspaper 
from April 2, 1948 to August 7, 1948.13 The creators of Swing Papa were 
Harold Quinn, a Toledo World War II veteran, and O’Wendell Shaw, former 
editor of the Ohio State News and current editor of the Toledo Sepia City 
Press. The strip was located in the “Feature Section” of the Toledo Sepia 
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City Press, which included sections on sports, theatre, comics, gags, and 
stories of community interest. The number of panels used by Quinn and 
Shaw ranged from three to eight. 

Barry Jordan was created by Jimmy Dixon, a World War II veteran 
who worked for two years on the European edition of the Stars and Stripes 
newspaper as a staff artist.14 The series ran in the Bronze Raven, an in-
dependent black newspaper that was published weekly from September 
1948 to January 1976. There was no special “comic strip section” within 
the newspaper for Barry Jordan until November 13, 1954, when the Bronze 
Raven added “The National Foto News.”15 The Barry Jordan series ap-
peared on the bottom half of one of the “Foto News” pages. Barry Jordan 
took up the upper half of that space and Li’l Moe and Joe, another comic 
strip, appeared just below it.16 Dixon’s panels ranged from as few as six to 
as many as eleven panels, almost twice the size of weekly nationally syn-
dicated strips in major newspapers at that time. 

The cultural contexts of Barry Jordan and Swing Papa are very 
interesting to note here because black comic strip characters in American 
print media date back as early as 1897.17 Two long running black comic 
strip series in two major black newspapers include Bungleton Green, which 
appeared in the Chicago Defender from 1920 to 1963 and Sunnyboy Sam, 
which appeared in the Pittsburgh Courier from 1929 to about 1950.18 Bun-
gleton Green, drawn by four artists over 43 years, portrayed the ironies 
of black life in Chicago through the eyes of African American Bungleton 
Green.19 Both Bungleton and Sunnyboy were representative of the tradi-
tional “fall guy” or schlemiel. Sunnyboy Sam was a comedy/gag strip cre-
ated by Wilbert Holloway that at first depicted Sunnyboy with heavy dialect, 
minstrel features, and an intense preoccupation with playing the numbers. 
However, by 1947, John Stevens notes that Sunnyboy was speaking like a 
college graduate. Although Bungleton Green began as a comedy/gag strip, 
it switched to an action adventure format in the early 1930s and again dur-
ing the mid 1940s.20

Barry Jordan, in particular, shares many characteristics with detec-
tive fiction and comics and Swing Papa with adventure comics. Dick Tracy, 
a police detective, perhaps exerted the greatest artistic influence upon Dix-
on’s Barry Jordan. As one of the most popular crime fighting comic strips of 
the 1930s, 40s, and 50s,21 Dick Tracy was created by Chester Gould and 
debuted in the Detroit Mirror on October 4, 1931.22 Dick Tracy was not a 
superhero but a superior and believable “everyman” hero.23 He and Jordan 
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were excellent at the work they did and both men were restrained, rational, 
and dignified. Likewise, Barry Jordan was an “everyman” hero from an 
African American male’s perspective. However, he embodied many of the 
same characteristics of the white male hero found in literature, stage, radio, 
film, and (increasingly) television. In fact, he was a figure who incorporated 
“blackness and white manliness in the same ... male body.”24

Quinn and Shaw’s major influences were most likely black comic 
strips that appeared in the Pittsburgh Courier and Chicago Defender or char-
acters in such major comic strips as Steve Canyon. Steve Canyon, a veteran 
Army Transport Command pilot created by Milton Caniff, debuted on January 
13, 1947 and continued to June 5, 1988.25 Like Dick Tracy and Barry Jordan, 
Steve Canyon was also a believable “everyman” hero. However, Swing Papa 
most resembles Steve Canyon when comparing it to the adventurous nature 
of the Canyon strip. Canyon was adjusting to civilian life after the war and 
making a living by running his own private flying service, Horizons Unlimited. 
Through his work, Canyon flies to exotic locales, which include adversaries, 
allies, and romantic interests.26 In the short span of the Swing Papa series, 
bandleader-hero Bret Harvey travels by train and taxi cab through the streets 
of Toledo, his main romantic interest is Marta Grayfield, and he is opposed by 
two robbers who serve as adversaries and assisted by police who act as his 
allies. Swing Papa includes elements of adventure much like Steve Canyon 
but somewhat downplayed because of the romance formula also used.

Textures

Comic strips in general use such film techniques as montage, angle 
shots, panning, close-ups, cutting, and framing.27 Barry Jordan consisted 
of a good mixture of “close ups,” “medium shots,” and “long shots.”28 Long 
shots were helpful in setting the scene, showing the physical situations 
in which Barry found himself. Long shots also gave the impression that 
Barry was involved in dangerous and life-threatening situations. Quinn and 
Shaw primarily used close-up and medium shots but no long shots. The 
purpose for this was perhaps to allow the reader to feel intimate and on the 
same level with Bret Harvey as he moved through the “Negro entertain-
ment world” in Toledo. 

Action, tension, and suspense are essential elements in good ad-
venture comic strips and Swing Papa and Barry Jordan combined all three. 
In Barry Jordan, tension and suspense were heightened by the use of such 
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stark contrasting colors as black and white.29 Lively action was shown in the 
physical confrontations between Jordan and the criminals and between the 
criminals themselves. Dixon’s use of such phrases as “POW!,” “WHAM!,” 
and “WHOOSH” emphasizes vigorous physical action.30 Most of the action 
in the earlier installments of Swing Papa deal with the development of Bret 
and Marta’s love relationship. However, this changes and intensifies signifi-
cantly in the last half of the strip’s installments. 

Quinn and Shaw’s style is somewhat sophomoric in character. The 
story set around the adventures of a musician (bandleader) is culturally sig-
nificant because the role and history of African American music in American 
society in general is long and complex.31 Philip Ennis states unequivocally 
that “black contributions in composition and performance have had an in-
fluence on American music out of all proportion to the size of the black pop-
ulation.” He also suggests that music was perhaps “one of black people’s 
most powerful weapons of individual strength and collective survival.”32 In 
acknowledging the role and significance of music in black culture, it is no 
surprise that black comic artists created strips that centrally connects music 
to the life of the strip’s hero. However, Quinn and Shaw’s expression of this 
black bandleader’s adventures in comic art form was amateurish. For ex-
ample, in several places throughout the strip’s run, misspellings and miss-
ing punctuation marks appeared.33 Dixon’s style, on the other hand, was 
unique and original compared to cartoonists of his day. All of his characters 
were drawn with clear, sharp, bold lines. He also paid particular attention to 
facial expressions and body stances34 and maintained Jordan’s rationality 
and modernity through the way he drew Jordan and the other characters, 
e.g., facial expressions demonstrating thought, characters exhibiting good 
posture while standing.

Texts

Swing Papa was featured in the Toledo Sepia City Press in 1948 
and Barry Jordan appeared in the Bronze Raven from 1954 to 1955.35 
Swing Papa and Barry Jordan have a few common characteristics. Both 
featured African American male musicians (although Barry Jordan was also 
an amateur detective), and both are adventure continuity comic strips36 set 
in the city. The hero of Swing Papa is Bret Harvey, “maestro of the dev-
astating ‘Swingsters Sweet’ orchestra,” and his primary instrument is the 
tenor saxophone. In the April 2, 1948 issue of the newspaper, creators 
Harold “Dave” Quinn and O’Wendell Shaw describe the strip as providing 
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a “true-to-life story of the glamour, tinsel and [romance] of the Negro enter-
tainment world, featuring music, adventures, travel, beautiful women and 
suave men.” Indeed, Swing Papa accelerates in action from the first install-
ment when Bret Harvey “succumbs to the seductive wiles” of Marta Gray-
field, a “glamorous ‘hanger-on’ from the realm of society and wealth.”37 

While the narrative of Swing Papa begins in an unidentified city, by 
May 1, 1948, the fifth installment, much of the action occurs in Toledo. Bret’s 
“suave” physical appearance, activities with his band and Marta remind the 
reader that the strip is both urban and hip. Marta’s hair is meticulously done 
and Bret’s is “processed,” which was a symbol of status among men in the 
black music community. They both wear fashionable clothes and urban ar-
tifacts including nightclubs, taxicabs, and city street corners are abundant. 
The strip truly featured romance, music, adventures, and travel. Once Bret 
and Marta arrive in Toledo, Chick Lewis of the Sepia City Press meets them 
and Bob Howe, Mayor of Sepia City.38 Before Bret performs that evening, 
the Mayor of Sepia City presents him with a key to the city of Toledo. More 
physical action and adventures continue in the May 15, 1948 installment 
when the last panel introduces two robbers confirming with each other that 
Bret is the bandleader currently in the city.39 The reader is cued to their 
negative role in the strip because the robbers are two (black) men with 
noticeably large noses (as compared to the other characters), they both 
wear hats, and one has a beard with sideburns. The men bump into Bret 
and steal his “pocket book” (or wallet).40 For a time, Bret and Marta chase 
the robbers in a taxicab. Later, Bret jumps on to the robbers’ vehicle and 
fist fights the driver from outside of the car.41 The car crashes and Bret falls 
to the ground, but, coincidentally, the police witnessed the entire car chase 
and are present to subdue and arrest the criminals.

It becomes apparent that Swing Papa is somewhat less sophisti-
cated than the Barry Jordan series in terms of both the treatment and de-
velopment of plot, character, and graphic art. However, Swing Papa does 
excel in making a conscious effort to include several references to Toledo 
in general and to places within the city of Toledo, e.g., Trianon Ballroom, 
Deluxe Cab, Bellman’s and Waiter’s Club, Thomas Hotel, Latin Club, Lion 
Department Store, Indiana Avenue, City Park Avenue, and Rosy Cab.42 

Like Bret Harvey, Barry Jordan is a musician. He is an “ace tenor 
sax-man”43 and the “leader of his trio.”44 Jordan’s trio45 included himself and 
two other men, Bucky and Slim.46 The novelty of Jordan’s persona is that he 
is primarily a competent and successful musician but also an equally com-
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petent and successful amateur detective battling the “evil” lurking in and 
around hotels and clubs in the Midwest.47 Physically, Jordan is attractive 
to women, specifically blues singer Dee Dee Torch and the Kenny twins, 
Karen and Kay.48 However, for the duration of the series, he is single with 
no references to a spouse, significant other, children, parents, or siblings. 
In fact, Jordan’s closest friends appear only to be Bucky and Slim. Like 
Bret Harvey, Barry Jordan is also urban with appealing, “urban physical 
characteristics.” He is shaded brown, has well groomed hair (natural, not 
processed), clear muscular features, full but not oversized nose and lips; 
a firm, square jaw, and he wears fashionable, tailored suits.49 The iconic 
imagery of Barry Jordan also stresses the “urban landscape” with all of its 
trappings.50

Thematically, Barry Jordan is a morality play involving good guys 
and bad guys. This theme illustrates the strip’s relationship with both the 
classical detective story and the hard-boiled detective story.51 In the two 
fully developed plots, the crimes are organized and carried out by both 
men and women. Furthermore, most of the crimes Jordan encountered are 
not violent and ugly in the sense of bloody murder, brutal torture, and gun 
brandishing.52 Rather, Jordan is faced with crimes of the “mind” such as 
arson that require no more than physical force. From July 17, 1954, to July 
16, 1955, Jordan faced three major crime situations. The first occurs at the 
interracial Island Casino Club in Toledo where Jordan solves an “infidelity 
racket.” The second plot called “The Fire Bug,” involves an arson ring tar-
geting nightclubs. The final plotline, which was never resolved because the 
strip ended on July 16, involved the disappearance of “beautiful women” 
from the “Float,” a popular recreational spot at the Gordon Resort Hotel 
which the detached, anonymous narrator describes as “one of the most 
exclusive [n]egro hotels in the south-west.”53  

Conclusion

The cultural significance of Swing Papa and Barry Jordan as post-
war African American popular art forms is expressed in two different ways. 
Through Swing Papa, Quinn and Shaw illustrated an expression of black 
life and culture that was adventurous, glamorous, and fantastic. They told 
a story of life in Toledo that was exciting but not based on real social con-
ditions. Swing Papa was not necessarily calling attention to important so-
cial and cultural issues in black Toledo such as voting, the nonexistence 
of black principals in the Toledo Public School system, or black member-
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ship drives for the Young Men’s Christian Association, Frederick Douglass 
Community Association, and National Association for the Advancement of 
Colored People.54 Swing Papa also did not highlight such important issues 
in black America as civil rights and banning segregation in all public trans-
portation.55 Swing Papa is an example of a “black urban romance and ad-
venture” formula.56 Its primary purpose was to engender pleasure in and 
identify with its black audience through the use of middle-class affluence, 
unlimited consumerism, individualism, social and economic mobility, vio-
lence, and a heterosexual love relationship, all centered in a separate-but-
equal black world.57 Swing Papa envisioned a black Toledo where black 
male musicians were truly the cultural heroes of the urban landscape and 
where the entertainment world was vibrant and alive, though, at the same 
time, racially segregated. 

The Barry Jordan series as a whole, on the other hand, made a 
covert political statement because it represented the fulfillment of an Afri-
can American male fully integrated into the American social order: Jordan’s 
world is racially integrated, he relates with whites and blacks equally with 
ease, he has an acceptable occupation and a successful career as a musi-
cian, and, finally, Jordan possesses an intellectual, mental, moral, ethical, 
and artistic capacity superior to the other characters.58 However, the series 
did not make overt political statements about racial injustice, discrimina-
tion, or segregationist practices as did characters in Morrie Turner’s Wee 
Pals and Brumsic Brandon, Jr.’s Luther, both of the late sixties, and charac-
ters in the currently, popular (and highly controversial) Boondocks by Aaron 
McGruder.59 Rather, Barry Jordan’s presence in postwar comic art was the 
political message Dixon conveyed. That is, Dixon protested earlier portray-
als of African American males by creating one who was not feckless, jet 
black, lazy, dumb, and dishonest. 

It is significant to note that while there is little evidence that black 
organizations supported any type of popular cultural products, such civil 
rights organizations as the National Association for the Advancement of 
Colored People (NAACP) were vocal about certain black popular products. 
Although its goals and hopes focused on full participation in the main so-
cial, political and economic activities of American life60 and with the “abo-
lition of enforced segregation in all public life,”61 the NAACP adopted a 
resolution at its 1951 Atlanta convention targeting black artists performing 
before unsegregated stage and theater audiences and requested that they 
“insist on including non-segregation clauses in their future contracts.” This 
resolution attacks radio and television programs that “depict the Negro and 
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other minority groups in a stereotyped and derogatory manner.”62 The main 
reasons the NAACP viewed these representations as negative is because 
they believed the images tended to “strengthen the conclusion among un-
informed or prejudiced peoples that Negroes and other minorities are in-
ferior, lazy, dumb and dishonest” and because they believed these “false” 
images seriously hampered and retarded the development of the work of 
the “Association and other interested groups and associations to promote 
intelligent appraisal of all human beings as individuals.”63 

If the NAACP believed negative stereotyped images could hamper 
their work and cause “prejudiced” people to view African Americans as in-
ferior, then, by implication, the reverse was also possible. If the “churched, 
stably employed, [and] affiliated with an intricate network of clubs and fra-
ternal orders” black middle-class could be represented in stage, radio, film, 
and television, then the NAACP’s work could be advanced and African 
Americans could be viewed as intelligent, moral, hard-working, and aspir-
ing American citizens.64 Black or American popular stage, radio, film, and 
television programs that accomplished this should be commended. The 
presentation of Barry Jordan, then, though not stage, radio, film, and tele-
vision, was the exact depiction that the NAACP would see as advancing 
their effort to promote the “intelligent appraisal” of African Americans as 
individuals. Unfortunately, comic art was not viewed as having the same 
level of influence as these other popular entertainment forms as evidenced 
by them not being considered or mentioned by the NAACP.

In conclusion, through the publication of Barry Jordan and Swing 
Papa, black readers of the Bronze Raven and Toledo Sepia City Press 
were able to observe (and perhaps) engage in a critique and prescriptive 
dialogue regarding black urban life in a postwar America. This urban life in-
cluded black male musicians who were revered and esteemed and it made 
black culture the center of black life in Toledo and cities like it. 
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